April 2017 HSIS Update

Enhancements and Bug Fixes of Note:

1) A subscription bug that caused users to receive emails for regions or counties they had not signed up for.
2) InspectionDaysOpen subscription email messages now include inspection types.
3) InspectionDaysOpen subscription has a new option to allow you to exclude notifications for activities.
4) Signs, signals, and lighting inspections allow for entry of the year built, fabricator, and contractor. Inspections cannot be completed if these fields are not entered.
5) Fixed a bug that caused Excel files to be corrupt when database values contained certain characters.
6) Fixed a bug that did not allow users to create ColumnSets.
7) Fixed the broken sort of the last column.
8) Inspectors can re-open inspections they have completed within 24 hours.
9) New rules have been added to check for complete data before completing an Underwater Dive inspection.